Thanks to the following Volunteer Judges:
Jan DeMay, Chris DeMay, Marty Follett,
Rosie Garner, Jerry Gavette, George and Karen Klocker,
Sharon Miles, Jerry Murphy, Carrie Ann Tedesco, Ashley Witkovich.
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Ruth Duncan

10774 Northglenn Dr.
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Gordon & Patty Velotta

1465 Regina Lane
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Carol Gdowski

10530 Gilpin St.
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Jim & Brenda Kaylor

1075 Claire Lane
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Dan & Toni Korinck

11300 Irma Drive
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Luis & Janette Garcia

11787 Keough Dr.
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Philip Jones & Jose Mata

11694 Claude Ct.
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Manuel & Maria Giron

11344 Sherman St.
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Debbie Tuttle

11114 Navajo St.
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George & Jorge Kennedy-Antillon

10678 Varese Lane
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Andrew & Mura Wilson

10725 Fillmore Ct.
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Jeanell Mascarenas

10994 Steele St.
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JoAnn Ranger & Leo Roland

366 Wallace St.
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Tom & Marie Cardenas

2140 Philips Drive
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John & Lorranie Gibbons

1511 Coring Place
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Larry & Marie Montoya

10929 Murray Drive
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The Hale Family

11343 Humboldt St.
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John & Kelli Leiker

10242 Monterey Circle
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TROY & LORRAINE HALL

3021 E. 108th Dr.
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Justin & Lindsey Spanier

11153 Fillmore Way
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Bonita Garcia & Jim Berry

10479 Quivas St.
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Gary & Judy Jasper

11850 Irma Drive
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Mike & Tammy Travis

109 Muriel Dr.
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Clint & Stacy Janis
10676 Logan Ct.
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Jerry & Sandra Meier

10964 Manet Way
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2019 MAGNIFICENT TREE (Burr Oak)

Darold & Lynn Hedenskog

10662 Sperry Street